Two Wheel Tractor Implements

MULCHING MOWER

Before commissioning the machine, read operating instructions and observe warning and safety instructions.

(A) MACHINE STOP LEVER (red lever stops machine when released)
(B) ENGINE STOP LEVER
(C) CLUTCH CONTROL LEVER
(D) GEAR LEVER (the location of different gears are shown on the selector)
(E) PTO LEVER (there is a safety device that prevents engagement with reverse gear)
(F) THROTTLE LEVER
(G) HANDLEBAR HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT LEVER
(H) STEERING COLUMN SWIVEL LEVER
(L) FORWARD/REVERSE LEVER (always engage the clutch before engaging this lever)
(M) DIFFERENTIAL LOCK LEVER
(N) PARKING BRAKE LEVER
(O) RIGHT BRAKE LEVER
(P) LEFT BRAKE LEVER

Contact Tracmaster on 01444 247689 if you have any queries or if you need additional copies of Owner's Manuals or Operating Instructions. You can also visit www.tracmaster.co.uk to download these documents.
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SAFETY

ALWAYS start the engine in the open air
DO NOT smoke when refuelling
DO NOT mix OIL with the fuel
ALWAYS stop the engine before making any adjustments, refuelling, moving or cleaning, or when the unit is unattended
USE ONLY fuel from containers designed for this purpose - refuel outdoors only and replace the tank cap securely
IN CASE of petrol spillage move the machine away from the area of spillage and allow the petrol vapours to dissipate before starting the engine
DO NOT remove any safety guards that are fitted
DO NOT touch any moving parts or attempt any maintenance whilst the machine is running - KEEP HANDS AND FEET AWAY
BEFORE starting work clear the work area of any objects that could damage the machine
DO NOT allow children or anyone uninstructed to operate the machine - KEEP ANIMALS AWAY
DO NOT use on slopes or banks of more than 20°
ALWAYS wear suitable clothing to give personal protection including footwear that offers a good grip
AVOID wearing loose garments that may catch in moving parts
KNOW how to stop the machine in an emergency
NEVER interfere with any control settings on the engine
NEVER select reverse gear with your back to a wall or other immovable object
IF A FAULT develops DO NOT attempt any repair - immediately contact the supplier from whom the machine was obtained
VISUALLY INSPECT the machine before use - ensure all blades, nuts and bolts are tight and not worn or damaged and replace if necessary
KEEP IN MIND the operator is responsible for accidents or hazards occurring to people or property

OPERATION

Use handlebar height adjuster (G) to set handlebar height.
Pull up clutch control lever (C).
Ensure the red forward/reverse lever (L) is in the forward position.
Select 1st gear using the gear lever (D).
Engage the mulching mower by using the PTO lever (E).
Raise the throttle (F) slightly, release the clutch lever (C) gently and fully, keeping the red machine stop lever (A) depressed as engine will stop if released.
Commence work.
The mower deck should be level for an even mowing height.

For engine maintenance please refer to engine manufacturers manual.
After every hour of operation stop the engine and remove the spark plug cap. Check engine oil level (recommended oil SAE 10w/40).
Like all cutting machines, the mower must be kept in good condition to perform well.
Remove the mower attachment from the main power unit before working on the deck.
Check the condition of the blade and sharpen or replace as necessary.
Always make sure the blade is sharpened symmetrically to ensure blade balance.
Never try to straighten a bent blade - always replace it.

Start & Stop Engine

Please refer to the separate Owner’s Manual for your particular power unit.

MAINTENANCE GUIDE

For engine maintenance please refer to engine manufacturers manual.
After every hour of operation stop the engine and remove the spark plug cap. Check engine oil level (recommended oil SAE 10w/40).
Like all cutting machines, the mower must be kept in good condition to perform well.
Remove the mower attachment from the main power unit before working on the deck.
Check the condition of the blade and sharpen or replace as necessary.
Always make sure the blade is sharpened symmetrically to ensure blade balance.
Never try to straighten a bent blade - always replace it.

Clean the underside of the deck periodically to prevent a build-up of dirt and grass on the surfaces.
Check the oil level in the gearbox every 50 hours by means of the 'A' level cap, top up with EP90 gearbox oil by means of the breather cap 'B' (fig. 2).
Replace the spark plug cap.
Do not turn the machine on its side for cleaning.